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… management team are all 
former senior commercial, 
investment, or development 
bankers.

”

“

GBRW's aim has always been to provide emerging 
market clients with the same standard of high 
quality, specialised consulting on finance and 
banking as would be expected in developed 
markets.

Furthermore, we want to connect the banking, 
government, investment, and economic 
development sectors with industry best-practice 
in financial services and enterprise development, 
and to help develop and implement practical 
interventions and outcomes for emerging 
markets.

GBRW’s team have completed contracts in more 
than 50 developing, transition and post-conflict 
countries. Our clients include governments and 
government agencies, International Financial 
Institutions, local and regional Development 
Finance Institutions (DFIs), commercial banks and 
other financial institutions, and other private 
sector companies. Regional experience includes 
the UK and Western Europe, the Middle East, 
Africa, Central and Eastern Europe, the Caribbean, 
and Asia.

We believe that the breadth of our experience is a 
major strength of our company. We can take the

As former bankers and current financial 
sector consulting professionals, we have 
expertise in core commercial banking topics 
and products including:

 Governance & Compliance

 Strategy & Finance

 Organisational Design & Restructuring

 Credit, Market, & Operational Risk

 SME, Commercial, & Corporate Lending

 Retail Banking & Microfinance

 Project Finance

 Trade Finance

 Leasing, Asset & Receivables Finance

 Treasury & Balance Sheet Management

 HR & Performance Management

 Training & Development

We emphasise implementation, working shoulder-
to-shoulder with counterparts to actually deliver 
change as well as planning for the future. Drawing 
on extensive practical experience at some of the 
world's leading banks and DFIs, GBRW has a deep 
pool of intellectual capital to share, including 
policies and procedures, models, methodologies, 
tools, and templates. While we bring best-practice 
and the benefits of tried and tested approaches, we 
also understand each client and market pose unique 
business challenges which merit a tailored solution. 

lessons learned in many different approaches to 
finance and enterprise development in diverse 
industries, countries, and clients, and apply them 
to fresh challenges.

www.gbrw.com

GBRW was established in London in 1995 and now 
has a management team of ten, all of whom are 
former senior commercial, investment, or 
development bankers. In addition to our London 
headquarters, we operate through regional 
subsidiary offices in Athens and Singapore.

About GBRW
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SUSTAINABLE & GREEN FINANCE

Since its inception in 1995, GBRW has been 
working in the field of sustainable finance. This 
includes development finance initiatives to 
underpin missing economic infrastructure, as 
well as enhancing access to finance for SMEs 
and under-served social or economic groups.

In 2011, GBRW ventured into the then niche 
area of climate or green finance, providing 
advice to the UK Department for International 
Development on the UK’s engagement with 
the Green Climate Fund. Since then GBRW has 
continued to develop its credentials in green 
finance, supplementing its wider expertise in 
financial sector development.

Areas of focus include:

Sustainable or Green Finance Strategy

Sustainable and green finance is very much an 
emerging field. Policy-makers in many markets 
welcome advice in developing practical 
strategies to optimize policy to facilitate 
sustainable and green finance. GBRW’s long 
experience as banking and finance 
practitioners, and in developing and 
implementing financial sector development 
strategies are critical.

Sustainable and Green Finance Taxonomies

One of the critical pieces in sustainable and 
green finance infrastructure is taxonomy. This 
needs to be practical and contextualised to the 
unique sustainable or green finance national 
strategies. However, an additional challenge is 
to ensure it remains compatible with emerging 
international standards to facilitate flows from 
major international financial centres such as 
the EU, UK, ASEAN, Japan, and US.

Sustainable and Climate Related Financial 
Disclosure

Sustainable and green finance data  reporting 
from Financial Institutions and their clients needs 
to be sufficiently robust. This means the scope 
and depth of reporting needs to be adequate, 
without causing an uncompetitive regulatory 
burden. The reliability and timeliness of reporting 
is also a critical ingredient for investors, and in 
the development of innovative new financial 
products and services. GBRW is familiar and 
comfortable advising on the practical application 
of emerging standards from TCFD, CBI, ICMA, 
and others.

Capacity Building in Sustainable and Green 
Finance

While we work with government agencies and 
regulators at the policy-level, GBRW’s strength 
as banking and finance practitioners really comes 
into play working with financial sector actors. We 
can work with banks, development financiers, 
asset managers, and insurers to transfer the 
competences, tools, models, and methodologies 
required for sustainable and green finance.  This 
can be delivered through a mix of training and/ or 
consulting engagements.

To find out more about GBRW’s sustainable and 
green finance practice, please visit our landing 
page at 
https://gbrw.com/consulting/sustainable-and-
green-finance/. Alternatively, please feel free to 
email us at contact@gbrw.com and one of our 
experts will respond as soon as possible.
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Expertise

GBRW has a long track record working in sustainable and green 
finance, providing advice on developing the financial sector 
infrastructure needed to realise the financial flows required to 
achieve sustainable development and climate goals.

http://www.gbrw.com/
https://gbrw.com/consulting/sustainable-and-green-finance/
mailto:contact@gbrw.com
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Rwanda Sustainable Finance Roadmap

The purpose of the Project is to design a sustainable finance Roadmap, action plan, and capacity 
development strategy for the KIFC. The Roadmap will be instrumental in guiding Kigali’s development 
as a key regional financial center, especially by building its capacity in financing sustainable 
development. This will enable KIFC to attract new financial services market participants, and to 
innovate in launching financial products and services that meet the Environmental, Social, and 
Governance (ESG) demands of both local, regional, and international investors. In addition, the 
Roadmap will explore what other elements may be required to best join local and international capital 
with the sustainable investments in Rwanda that best underpin Sustainable Development Goals. The 
strategy was elaborated into detailed Roadmap encompassing Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 
Relevant, and Timed targets, milestones, tasks, and activities.

Inclusive Green Finance and Gender Financial Inclusion Data

GBRW was contracted by AFI to develop a conceptual framework for AFI member institutions to obtain 
and measure inclusive green finance data that is catalysing women’s financial inclusion.  This included 
how green finance should be defined in different country contexts, identifying what role climate risks 
play in affecting women and which financial products could foster financial inclusion priorities that can 
build resilience to climate change.  An emphasis was on providing guidance on methods to kick-start 
the necessary data collection to measure such activities by financial service providers (supply side). 
GBRW ran a survey with AFI members to determine their priorities and status on such initiatives, and 
subsequently presented key challenges, credit risk guarantees in place, lessons learnt, and formulated 
recommendations to include “green” elements.

Supporting a Green Finance Institution in Vietnam

Access to green finance has been identified by the Government of Vietnam as a national priority. 
Sponsored by ClimateWorks and in partnership with Vivid Economics and the Asia Foundation, GBRW 
delivered a feasibility study for a national Green Development Finance Institution. This study engaged a 
wide range of stakeholders across the Vietnamese and international commercial and development 
finance sectors. Various ownership, governance, and organisation options were considered and 
assessed. The mission of the proposed new Financial Institution would be to catalyse flows of private 
sector finance to Vietnam’s burgeoning renewable energy sector by providing a variety of risk 
management tools currently missing in the market. It would also form a national centre of best practice 
on renewable energy project financing, generating advisory fees as well as participating in transactions.

Introduction to Sustainable Finance Seminar Series

The Central Bank of Sri Lanka (CBSL) and the Central Bank of Cuba are both considering and/or 
initiating policy actions toward sustainable finance.  The training arms of both organizations have been 
given the mandate to develop necessary capacity of the financial regulators and the industry enabling 
them to operationalize a Sustainable Finance plan. A series of training programmes targeting different 
groups and layers of the relevant stakeholders including the Central Bank staff was designed to provide 
capacity building to respective stakeholders. GBRW developed and delivered the first of a series of 
courses. This first course was broken down into six topics: (1) Emergence of sustainable finance (2) 
Impact on the financial sector (3) Defining and measuring ESG risks (4) Integrating ESG into bank 
policies and principles (5) The importance of taxonomies (6) Sustainable finance in action.

http://www.gbrw.com/
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Guideline Note on Green Credit Risk Guarantees

GBRW was contracted by AFI to develop a Guideline Note for their membership on how to adapt credit 
risk guarantees for projects, MSME businesses and other national initiatives that build resilience to 
climate-related risks or mitigate causes of climate change.  A special focus was on the role of a national 
credit guarantee scheme (CGS) as a guarantor of loan losses and as an enabler of guarantees for priority 
sectors most affected by climate change. The guideline deliverable directly supports AFI’s Inclusive 
Green Finance Working Group (IGFWG) which publishes policy guidelines and tools for formulating 
financial inclusion policies, as well as providing peer reviews of members’ national draft policies and 
regulatory frameworks. The process of researching and developing the guideline was additionally 
informed by facilitation of a series of interviews of various different emerging market financial 
regulators and CGS providers.

Specialist Advice on the Climate Public Private Partnership (CP3) 

GBRW was contracted by the Department of International Development (DFID) to provide expertise on 
the design of the Climate Public-Private Partnership (“CP3”) funds. There are two funds, one involving 
DFID and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and one involving DFID and the International Finance 
Corporation.  Equity investment in the Climate Public Private Partnership Asia Fund (CP3 Asia) will total 
£60,000,000 to catalyse low carbon investments in Asia.  Equity investment in the IFC Catalyst Fund 
(CF) in the amount of £50,000,000 will focus on strengthening the financial infrastructure for low 
carbon investments globally. The fund design is expected to mobilise nearly US$ 10bn of additional 
private sector finance.

Developing the Thailand Sustainable Finance Roadmap

The Thai government acknowledges the country’s vulnerability to climate change and the urgent need 
to transition to a more sustainable economy. The Bank of Thailand (BOT) has recognized the role of the 
financial sector in driving Thailand’s sustainable growth and has set out to promote sustainable banking 
in the Thai financial sector. The BOT aims to develop a Sustainable Banking Roadmap to recommend 
pathways, policies, frameworks and key initiatives, which will enable the banking sector to effectively 
manage ESG risks and contribute more systematically to the transition to a resilient and sustainable 
economy. As part of this collaboration, IFC and GBRW will support the BOT in developing a Sustainable 
Banking policy framework, which includes a sustainability roadmap and tools to help the banking sector 
improve ESG risk management practices.

Development of a Strategic Framework and Project Opportunities for Green Finance

Financial Sector Deepening Africa is an NGO focused on driving change in the financial sector across 
sub-Saharan Africa. GBRW were retained to support the finalisation of FSD Africa’s existing green 
finance conceptual thinking and strategic framework. The assignment required working closely with 
FSD Africa’s main technical delivery teams to build a pipeline of specific project and partnership 
opportunities. The green finance strategic framework focused on three inter-related pillars: 1) 
Financing the green sector: Working to mobilise public and private capital towards clean growth and 
environmental value chain-based initiatives; 2) Greening the finance sector: Working to better identify, 
understand, manage and monitor key climate and environmental risks and opportunities; and  3) 
Greening FSD Africa and its partners: FSD Africa’s internal governance, procedures and policies.

http://www.gbrw.com/
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Indicative Personnel

Philippe Belot

Managing Director

CLIMATE RISK

Philippe Belot has more than 30 years of banking 
experience, financing the corporate sector. In his last 
position in 2014-2017, he put in place and led as Managing 
Director the corporate lending activity of B&C PLC, a 
newly created merchant bank supervised by the Bank of 
England and focused on privately-owned SMEs. Prior to 
B&C, Philippe was for 18 years Portfolio Manager and 
Senior Banker at the European Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development (EBRD). There, he carried out complex 
financing transactions and designed programmes 
destined to foster the development of SMEs and the 
private sector in Eastern Europe.

Nate Dickerson

Director

GREEN LENDING

Joining in 2012, Nate Dickerson is the Director of Credit Risk 
Management at GBRW. Nate’s banking career started with 
Chase Manhattan, where he enjoyed a 13-year career. 
Responsibilities included domestic and international debt 
restructuring, credit administration, and relationship 
management. While at Chase, Nate also developed and 
delivered credit risk management training for Chase’s Credit 
Training Program. Nate has been engaged as a consultant 
for over twenty-five years providing consulting and training 
in more than 20 countries in Asia, Latin America and the 
Caribbean, Europe, Africa, and the Middle East. Nate holds a 
Master of Business Administration from the Wharton 
School.

Tony Deary

Director

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

Tony Deary joined GBRW in 2021 and has nearly 20 years’ 
experience in banking regulation and financial institutions 
development. Formerly he had a career with the Federal 
Reserve Bank of the United States as a Central Bank 
financial services policy advisor and financial institutions 
analyst. Since 2012 he has been working on financial 
sector development initiatives globally on behalf of multi-
lateral and bi-lateral organizations.  He is an advocate for 
access to finance, consumer protection and sustainable 
finance, and has performed extensive research and 
published on those topics.  Tony is a certified trainer and 
holds a Master of Economics and Finance from Brandeis 
University.

Mike Coates

Managing Director

ESG INTEGRATION

Following over 14 years' experience as a professional banker 
and financial services consultant, Mike Coates joined GBRW 
in 2011. During his 10 years with Lloyds Banking Group in 
London, Mike worked in retail and corporate banking, 
finance, and risk management. Mike also spent five years 
with the International Advisory Services department, a 
specialist unit within the Financial Institutions Group 
focused on delivering Lloyds Bank branded consulting and 
training for banks in emerging markets. Mike has specialist 
expertise in strategic and financial planning for financial 
institutions, credit risk management for SME and corporate 
borrowers, and business analysis and Management 
Information Systems.
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Contact Us

GBRW is headquartered in London with representative offices in 
Athens and Singapore. Please don’t hesitate to contact us via our 
website, or by connecting with us personally. 

LONDON
Dashwood House, Level 17
69 Old Broad Street
London EC2M 1QS

P: +44 (0)20 7562 8390
E: contact@gbrw.com
W: https://gbrw.com

How to get to Dashwood House

AIRPORT: 45 minutes to Heathrow Airport on the M4 by 
Taxi, or 45 minutes to Stansted Airport on the Stansted 
Express train.

TRAINS: Located directly above Liverpool Street tube 
station providing direct access to four central train lines, 
including the Central, Hammersmith and City, Circle, and 
District lines.

BUS: Various bus services available from Liverpool Street 
Station

TAXI: Taxis are available outside the building entrance of 
Dashwood House

SINGAPORE
583 Orchard Road
#06-01 Forum Galleria
Singapore 238884

P: +65 9623 1657
E: martin.edwards@gbrw.com
W: https://gbrw.com/consulting/asia

ATHENS
3 Irinis
Nea Filothei
Athens 15123

P: +30 693 680 2792
E: emmanouil.skourtis@gbrw.com
W: https://gbrw.com
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